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Goals


Not to provide an exhaustive list of all the genes or environmental factors
that may be related to every type of vasculitis



How do genes and the environment contribute to vasculitis?
- What are some most important genes in vasculitis?
- What are some environmental factors associated with vasculitis?



Common questions
- Will my children get vasculitis?
- Are there genetic tests for vasculitis?
- What about infections? Diet? Vaccines? And more…
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What does “genetic” mean?


Vasculitis is a genetically complex disease
- “Mendelian” diseases
One change in one gene

disease

Examples:
Sickle cell anemia, cystic fibrosis
Some forms of breast cancer

- “Complex” diseases
Many genes + environmental exposures + other factors
Each genetic change
contributes a small
amount to disease risk
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Infection
Drugs
Airborne particles
Others

?

vasculitis

How do we find these genes?
Affected individuals
“cases”

Unaffected individuals
“controls”

Collect DNA
from both
groups

Compare “case” DNA to “control” DNA:
Are certain genetic variants more common in cases
compared to controls?
(Need 1000’s of participants!)
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What has been found?
Takayasu arteritis

Behcet’s disease

GPA (Wegener’s)/
Microscopic polyangiitis

And many others…
So what is on chromosome 6?
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6p21.3

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

4000 Kb



Class
I

Strongest genetic signal for almost all autoimmune diseases
-



Short arm of chromosome 6
-

Class III

Changes in this area have the greatest impact on disease risk

~5 million bases codes for > 180 genes
Over 40% of genes have a role in the immune system




Class II
0 Kb
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Affect degree of inflammation, response to infection

Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) Class I & II
-

Proteins expressed on cells that help identify self from non-self
Are matched for organ transplantation

Genetic associations with the HLA
Class III

Class I
HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C

Vasculitis

Gene

Takayasu’s arteritis HLA-B51
Behcet’s disease
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HLA-B52

Class II
HLA-DR, HLA-DP, HLA-DQ

Affected Unaffected
57%

18%

63%

18%
Vasculitis

Gene

Affected

Unaffected

Churg-Strauss/EGPA

HLA-DRB1*04

39%

20%

Giant cell arteritis

HLA-DRB1*04

61%

24%

IgA vasculitis/HSP

HLA-DRB1*11

50%

34%

GPA/Wegener’s (anti-PR3)

HLA-DPB1*04

73%

44%

What do these results tell us?
Vasculitis

Gene

Affected

Unaffected

Takayasu arteritis

HLA-B51

57%

18%

Behcet’s disease

HLA-B52

63%

18%

Churg-Strauss/EGPA

HLA-DRB1*04

39%

20%

Giant cell arteritis

HLA-DRB1*04

61%

24%



Variation in the same and different genes lead to different types of vasculitis



Some types of vasculitis share risk genes
- Non-HLA genes (or other factors) influence the type of vasculitis developed



Variants are frequent in affected individuals, but also in unaffected individuals
- Less useful for genetic testing
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Will my children get vasculitis?


Not well studied



Some examples:
- Behcet’s disease (in Turkey)
 Risk for a sibling is 11.4-52.5x higher than general population
 Overall prevalence is ~1:1000→ sibling risk is ~1-5%
- Kawasaki disease (in Japan):
 Risk for a sibling is 10x higher than the general population
 Risk for a child is 2x higher than general population
 Overall prevalence is ~1:100→ 10% sibling risk, 2% child risk
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Does vasculitis run in families?


GPA/Wegener’s (in Sweden):
- Risk for a 1st degree relative is 1.56x higher than general population


Overall prevalence is ~ 60/million→ 90/million

- Increased risk in 1st degree relatives:


Any autoimmune disease: ~1.3x



Multiple sclerosis: ~1.9x; Sjögren's syndrome: ~2x; Rheumatoid
arthritis: ~1.5x

• Giant cell arteritis, Takayasu arteritis, PAN, EGPA, HSP, and
others: case reports, but no formal estimates of familial risk
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Are there genetic tests available to…


…help diagnosis vasculitis?
- Unfortunately, not at this time
 Identified genetic risk variants are too common to be useful
 Would not recommend pursuing genetic testing at this time
- Future tests will likely need to look at multiple genes



…determine which medications I should or should not take?
- ADA2 testing for polyarteritis nodosa
- Can consider TPMT testing for azathioprine (Imuran)
 1 in 300 individuals is deficient → increased risk of low WBC count
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What does this tell us?


The chance that a family member will develop vasculitis is:
- Higher than the general population but still very low
- Increased risk of developing another autoimmune disease
compared to general population (but still low)



Very different from other “Mendelian” diseases such as familial breast
cancer
- Single gene vs. multiple genes



Genes are not the complete story
- Other exposures (environmental?) are important
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Environmental Factors
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Infection


Infection may lead to vasculitis by:
- Directly causing damage to blood vessels, leading to an uncontrolled
inflammatory response
- Confusing the immune system through “molecular mimicry”


Proteins on bacteria/fungus/virus etc. look like human proteins

- Continuously stimulating the immune system which leads to inappropriate
over-activity


Vasculitis known to be caused by infection (virus)
- Hepatitis C-associated cryoglobulinemic vasculitis
- Hepatitis B-associated polyarteritis nodosa
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Primary treatment:
anti-viral therapy

Infection, continued


Staphylococcus aureus and GPA (Wegener’s)
- Normal bacterial flora: skin, upper respiratory tract, urinary tract
- Skin infections, sinusitis, pneumonia, toxic shock syndrome, UTIs
- Nasal carriage in 60-70% GPA pts vs. 20-30% healthy individuals
- Associated with increased risk of relapse in pts with GPA
- Bactrim/Septra use decreases risk for relapse



Other bacteria implicated for other types of vasculitis, but not proven
? Infection triggers flares
Would not recommend routine antibiotics in vasculitis [GPA (Wegener’s)? ]
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Van Timmeren M et al. Curr Opin Rheumatol 2014

Vaccines


Reports of vasculitis developing after vaccination
- Influenza (“flu”) vaccine: large, medium, small-vessel vasculitis
- Hepatitis B (polyarteritis nodosa), meningococcal vaccination (IgA
vasculitis/HSP), Rotavirus: (Kawasaki disease), and many others



Most report 1-2 individuals, with the vaccine thought to be causal
because of timing



Since 1990: 411 reports of vasculitis after vaccination in
Vaccination Adverse Events Reporting System
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Vaccines, cont.


Dutch study:
- 156 pts with ANCA-associated vasculitis received flu vaccine vs.
74 never vaccinated
- Followed for at least 1 year
- Relapse rate: 3.4% in vaccinated group vs. 6.3% in nonvaccinated group



Randomized trial: GPA/Wegener’s
- 49 pts received flu vaccine, 23 pts did not
- After 4 months: 1 vaccinated pt had flare vs. 3 non-vaccinated pts
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Stassen PM et al., Nephrol Dial Transplant 2008

Vaccines, cont.


Of note:
- ~100 million adults in US get flu vaccine each year
- Incidence of ANCA-associated vasculitis in adults: ~10-20 cases/million/year
- ~1,000-2,000 individuals will get flu vaccine and develop ANCA vasculitis in
the same year by chance alone
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Lack of strong evidence that vaccination causes vasculitis or flares
While cannot rule out impact on a particular individual, overall benefits of
vaccination outweigh the risks of triggering disease/flare
Recommend killed/inactive vaccines for patients able to receive them

Drug induced vasculitis
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Recognition that many drugs can cause vasculitis
- Generally ANCA-associated vasculitis
- Rash is most common symptom



Most widely recognized:
- Anti-thyroid medication: Propylthiouracil (PTU)
- Antibiotics: sulfa drugs, minocycline
- Cocaine, methamphetamines
- Anti-TNFα agents, hydralazine, D-penicillamine and many more



Good prognosis with stopping the drug

Environmental exposure: Silica dust


Exposure to crystalline silica:
- “Dusty trades”: mining, sand-blasting, stone-cutting/stone quarry
- Construction, pottery, agricultural/outdoor work (silica in soil)



Immunologic impact:
- Amplifies the T cell response
- Chronic exposure activates T responder/regulatory cells



Study: 332 pts with ANCA associated vasculitis, 516 controls
- Mean duration of exposure: ~21 years
- Odds of developing AAV if “ever” exposed to silica: 2.5x higher
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Diet


Where to start? anti-inflammatory, Paleo, plant-based, glutenfree, and others

Number of randomized trials looking at diet in vasculitis:
Eat healthy. And not too much.
0
 Anti-inflammatory diet:


- Avoid: sugar, refined carbohydrates, trans-fats, processed
foods/meat, alcohol, caffeine, artificial sweeteners
- Increase: Leafy greens, fruits with antioxidants, fish with omega-3
fatty acids, olive oil, avocado, nuts/seeds
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A final story:


Kawasaki Disease
- Medium vessel vasculitis affecting primarily children
- Causes fever, skin, mouth symptoms, coronary artery aneurysms

- Highest incidence in Japan: 1:100 children by age 5
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Matsuura H and Ohya M NEJM 2018

Kawasaki disease, cont.
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Rodo X et al., Scientific Reports 2011

KD in San Diego and Hawaii

Conclusion: Causal agent for Kawasaki Disease is distributed by the wind
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Rodo X et al., Scientific Reports 2011

Summary


Vasculitis is a genetically complex disease
- Many different genes contribute to disease risk
- No genetic tests available to help diagnose disease, predict disease
risk, or inform disease activity—yet!



The environment influences the development of disease
- Work needed to identify/assess the impact of environmental factors



Working model:

Vasculitis = specific environmental factors + genetically susceptible host
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Thank you!

The patients and their families!
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What diseases have been studied?
Genome-wide
association studies

Few studies

Behcet’s disease

GCA

Polyarteritis nodosa

Kawasaki’s disease

CSS

Primary CNS
vasculitis

GPA(WG)/MPA

HSP

Takayasu’s arteritis

Cryoglobulinemic
vasculitis (HCV)

Many 1000’s of cases
vs. many 1000’s controls
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Candidate gene
studies

100’s of cases
vs. 100’s of controls

The more genetic variants we look
at,
the more participants we need!

Genes outside of the MHC

Takayasu arteritis

GPA(Wegener’s)/Microscopic polyangiitis
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EGPA/Churg-Strauss

